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Background
Ø Offline RL is promising for practical applications since  it does not

require interactions with real-world environments.
Ø Existing methods focus on environments with continuous or small 

discrete action spaces. 
ØTo address the issue of overestimating the values of  

out-of -distribution (o.o.d.) actions, they usually constrain the 
learned policy to stay close to the data-generating policies 



Background
Ø However, the performance of these algorithms decreases drastically     

with the size of action space increasing.  Two major reasons:

1. The value function hardly generalizes over the entire action 
space without proper action representations.

2. Logged state-action pairs  are extremely sparse to the entire 
state-action space, resulting in overly restrictive policies.



Background
Ø Online RL benefits from using action representations to exploit 

underlying structures of large action spaces. 
ØThey fail to learn reasonable relative distances between actions, so they 

cause  Inappropriate behavioral regularizations of offline RL algorithms. 

Example



Overview

ØA framework for incorporating action represenations into offline RL.
ØA pseudometric function for measuring relations between actions.
ØA relation network architecture for learning action representations.

Ø Theoretical analysis.



Overall Framework

Incorporating Action Representations into Offline RL



Pseudometric Function for Measuring Relations 
between Actions 

ØWe expect that the learned action representations’ relative 
distances reflect two major relations between actions: 

1. The behavioral relation (reflects the difference between the induced 
transitions and rewards)

2. The data-distributional relation (reflects whether actions are in the 
same distribution of the experience dataset)

equals 1 if two actions are from the same distribution,
otherwise, it equals 0.

Penalty coefficient



Learning Pseudometric-based Action Representations

The architecture of pseudometric-based action representation learning



Theoretical Analysis

the value function of the policy would be Lipschitz continuous 
in the action representation space. 
1. brings an effective generalization capability  
2. reduces the estimation errors of o.o.d. actions 

This bound suggests that the lower bound over the 
performance of the learned overall policy depends on three 
factors: 
1. The divergence between the learned policy and the 

behavioral policy 
2. The number of the projected latent actions 
3. The learning error of  action encoder 



Experimental Results

Comparing MERLION equipped with BCQ and CQL against directly training offline RL algorithms (Discrete BCQ, 
Discrete CQL, and BC) on the original action spaces in 4 environments with large action spaces. 



Experimental Results

Comparing the performance of MERLION against other widely used action representations 



Ablations

We consider MERLION with different penalty distances, removing the penalty distance from the learning objective 
(MERLION w/o p), and removing the distance learning objective from the learning procedure (CVAE). 
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